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ABSTRACT The trochoidal toolpath is generated based on skeleton. However, several different skeletons
can be extracted from one pocket. To improve the efficiency of trochoidal rough milling, a cutter selection
method basing the optimal skeleton is proposed. Firstly, for a pocket, preliminary skeleton curves and nodes
are extracted according to the principle of medial axis transformation. A skeleton extraction method is given
that the skeleton is a combination of skeleton curves generated by randomly connecting the preliminary
skeleton curves under nodes constraint. A set of skeletons can be obtained by repeatedly extracting skeleton.
Furthermore, an optimization model based on the shortest machining time is established, and then the
optimization model is solved by the Genetic Algorithm to determine the optimal tool combination and
skeleton. The developed approach is validated in trochoidal milling a pocket for cutter selection. The
experimental results show that the method can significantly improve the processing efficiency.

INDEX TERMS Cutting tools, genetic algorithm, milling, skeleton.

I. INTRODUCTION
Trochoidal milling, which can mill away large volume of
material from the workpiece, is widely used in computer
numerical control (CNC) milling [1]. Machining time saving
can be achieved by selecting proper cutters. However, the
selection of tools mainly comes from machining practice,
which is time-consuming and largely depends on the engi-
neers’ experience [2], [3].

The selection of cutters for 2 1/2 -Axis trochoidal milling
has been addressed by several researchers. Xiong et al. [4]
proposed a region divisionmethod based onVoronoi diagram,
which can divide processing region into large circular and
elongated regions, and then two regions are processed by
different tools and tool paths. Ferreira and Ochoa [5] pre-
sented a simple method of trochoidal tool selection based on
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medial axis transformation. In this method, several feasible
tool combinations are selected from a given toolset accord-
ing to the medial axis transformation, and then the optimal
tool combination is selected by comparing the processing
time of trochoidal milling using these tool combinations.
This method is further verified in practical processing [6].
Although the tool selection methods in trochoidal milling
are few, the problem of tool selection in traditional milling
has been addressed by lots of researchers. The selection of
tool size mainly uses geometric information to calculate tool
diameter. The optimization method of dividing machining
area based on the Voronoi diagram or distance field to obtain
a toolset has been widely used [7], [8], [9], [10]. Phung et al.
[11] established an automatic tool selection model based on
machining feature characteristics, and utilized the decision
method with integrated fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to
solve this model to determine the tool sequence. Ba et al.
[12] proposed a multi-tool selection method based on the
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medial axis transformation. Li et al. [13] established the
tool optimization model based on the characteristic point
on the medial of the machining area, and solved it through
the particle swarm optimization algorithm. Shi et al. [14]
systematically analyzed the influence of tool selection on
energy efficiency in the milling process. It was found that
the rank of influence is cutter radius > flute number >
helix angle. In order to reduce the energy consumption of
the machine tools, Li et al. [15] presented an optimization
method of tool combination selection based on the integration
of directed graph and Dijkstra algorithm. Zhao et al. [16]
introduced STEP-NC standard as the constraint condition for
tool selection model based onminimum energy consumption.
Wang et al. [17] proposed a tool selection method based
on Genetic Algorithm and image skeleton. Wang’s method
takes the maximum material removal rate of the workpiece
as the optimization target and optimizes the tool combina-
tion through the GA. Jayanthi [18] proposed an optimization
model for tool selection based on the shortest machining time,
and then the optimal tools can be determined by using the
optimization algorithm to solve this model (Two optimization
algorithms are explained here: Dijkstra and Genetic Algo-
rithm). Results show that using the GA can save computation
time but generate inexact optimal solution compared to using
the Dijkstra algorithm. In recent years, deep learning has
been widely used inmachining automation, and has improved
machining quality and efficiency to a certain extent [19], [20].
Checa et al. [21] applied the machine learning technology
to analyze the experimental data in milling with different
geometric parameters, and then established the tool selection
model to acquire suitable tools in a short computer time.
In summary, it can be seen from the above-mentioned litera-
tures that the automatic tool selection method with advanced
algorithms has been widely studied in traditional milling but
not in trochoidal milling. Therefore, automatic tool selection
in trochoidal milling needs to be developed.

Extracting the skeleton from the pocket is a necessary step
in trochoidal milling because the trochoidal path is generated
based on the skeleton. Che et al. [22] proposed a skeleton
extractionmethod. In thismethod, the initial skeleton is firstly
obtained by Euclidean distance field transformation on the
surface of the workpiece, and then the initial skeleton is
guided to the correct position by utilizing the snake model.
Ferreira et al. [5] extracted the skeleton of the pocket based on
the medial axis transformation, and then applied this skeleton
to generate the trochoidal path. The skeleton, which is the
basis for generating trochoidal path, is a collection of skeleton
curves, but some of these curves could intersect. Multiple
different trochoidal tool paths can be generated because of
these intersections (see Fig. 1). Different trochoidal tool path
will result in different processing time.

Therefore, the influence of skeleton on the generation
of trochoidal toolpath should be considered in the selec-
tion of trochoidal tools. Nevertheless, few studies focus on
the influence of skeleton on tool optimization of trochoidal
milling.

FIGURE 1. The trochoidal path is generated in the case of intersecting
skeleton curves.

Intersecting skeleton curves in a skeleton result in mul-
tiple different trochoidal tool path, which is a challenge to
select trochoidal cutters scientifically. Change your mind, it is
assumed that the generation of trochoidal toolpath depends
on the skeleton curves in the skeleton, and has nothing to do
withwhether the skeleton curves intersect. If a set of skeletons
whose skeleton curves do not intersect could be extracted
from a pocket, the total processing time can be calculated for
milling this pocket using the tool combination and skeleton,
which are selected from the given toolset and skeleton set,
respectively. The optimal tool combination and skeleton can
be obtained by comparing these total machining times.

Therefore, an automatic selection method of trochoidal
cutter based on optimal skeleton is proposed. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the method of
skeleton extraction is presented, which provides convenience
for the establishment of tool optimizationmodel. In Section 3,
an optimization model is established and solved by GA to
acquire the optimal tool combination and skeleton. The sim-
ulation results are shown in Section 4. The conclusions of this
paper are given in Section 5.

II. SKELETON EXTRACTION
Skeleton extraction is foundational for trochoidal milling.
A method to extract skeleton for pocket is proposed, and the
details are introduced in this section.

A. FEATURE POINTS EXTRACTION
The feature points of the skeleton must be obtained before the
skeleton of the pocket is extracted. In this section, the feature
points will be extracted according to the principle of medial
axis transformation.

According to the processing accuracy, the processing area
of the pocket is transformed into a pixel image (See Fig. 2).
There are three types of pixels in the pixel image, which
represent the interior ∂I , boundary ∂B, and exterior ∂E of the
processing area.

The calculation of distance field is widely used in com-
puter graphics processing. For two pixels P (x1, y1) and
Q (x2, y2), the Euclidean distance d is defined as d (P,Q) =√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2, where x and y refer to the row and

column numbers of pixel. The Euclidean distance field of the
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FIGURE 2. The processing area of the Part I is transformed into a pixel
image.

FIGURE 3. Grayscale image and its Laplacian processing result.

pixel image can be expressed as:

LIC (P) =

 min
Q∈∂B

(d(P,Q)) P ∈ (∂I ∪ ∂B)

0 P ∈ ∂E
(1)

LIC (P) represents the maximum allowable radius of the
cutting tool centered on point P (x1, y1), when milling a
pocket without excessive material removal. That is, the tool
radius should be less than LIC (P) when the tool center
position is point P.The Euclidean distance field of the pixel
image is displayed as the three-dimensional grayscale image
shown in Fig. 3(a), where the value of the Z-axis is equal to
the LIC value of the corresponding pixel point.

The Laplacian discrete operator is commonly used in edge
detection for image processing. It provides a facile method to
acquire the concavity/convexity of the surface. This operator
is implemented on the grayscale image by setting a matrix
convolution ∇ as kernel. The matrix is expressed as:

∇ =

 1 1 1
1 −8 1
1 1 1

 (2)

After processing the grayscale image with Laplace trans-
form, the result is shown in Fig. 3 (b), where the direction
and length of the vector represent the plus-minus and the
size of the Laplacian values, respectively. (The upward vector
displayed in red represents the positive Laplace value, while
the downward vector displayed in blue represents the negative
Laplacian value.)

It can be seen from Fig. 4 (b) that pixels with negative
Laplacian values are close to the skeleton of the processing

FIGURE 4. The filtering processes of feature points.

area, but some of them do not belong to the skeleton. There-
fore, the Pixel with negative Laplacian value that is not part of
the skeleton should be filtered. This problem is further solved
by vector image, which indicates the direction from the pixel
(∂I ) to the nearest boundary. The pixel P0 is not regard as a
skeleton point if all the vector angle between adjacent pixels
of pixel P0 are less than a constant δ, ( δ = 15o). The detail
of the vector image is shown in Fig. 4(a). The final feature
points are shown in Fig. 4(c).

B. EXTRACTION OF SKELETON AND SKELETON SET
In order to extract the skeleton of the pocket, the preliminary
skeleton curves and nodes are firstly acquired according to
the feature points, and then the skeleton of the pocket can be
obtained by establishing the relationship between the primary
skeleton curves and the skeleton. The skeleton set can be
finally obtained by repeatedly extracting the skeleton.

1) EXTRACTION OF THE PRELIMINARY SKELETON CURVES
Step 1: The feature points are fitted to generate a pre-

liminary skeleton curve lk until the tangent vector of the
curve suddenly changes. Then this curve lk is added into the
preliminary skeleton set L.
Step 2: Repeat Step 1 until all feature points have been

fitted.
The preliminary skeleton curve set L can be expressed as:

L = {lk |k = 1, 2, · · · , n} (3)

where lk represents the k th curve in the preliminary skeleton
curve set. If three or more endpoints of the preliminary curve
coincide in the same position, this position is defined as a
node. The corresponding node information can be obtained
after the preliminary skeleton curves set was extracted.

2) EXTRACTION OF THE SKELETON
Step 1: Randomly select a curve li from the preliminary

skeleton curve set L and delete this curve in the set L.
Step 2: If any curves in set L share the same node as curve

li, randomly select a curve (lj) from those curves, then connect
curve lj to the curve li, (li = li + lj), and lastly delete curve lj
from the set L. Otherwise, the curve li will be recorded as the
final skeleton curve (Gk,e) and added into the skeleton (Gk ).
and then return to Step 1.
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FIGURE 5. All the Preliminary skeleton curves of the Part I.

TABLE 1. The skeleton set of the part I.

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until the preliminary skeleton curve
set L is empty.

The skeleton (Gk ) can be expressed as:

Gk =
{
Gk,e|e = 1, 2, · · · ,m

}
(4)

The connection relationship of skeleton curves is variable,
so one or more skeletons can be extracted from one pocket.

For a complex pockets, it is impossible to obtain all the
skeletons by a simple mathematical formula [23]. Therefore,
this paper will utilize the computer to search skeletons which
constitute the skeleton set: The skeleton set (G) is empty
before the search begins. A skeleton (Gk ) of the pocket
can be acquired by performing Section 2.B(2) (i.e. section
‘‘EXTRACTION OF THE SKELETON’’). If skeleton Gk
differs from all elements of the skeleton set G, the skeleton
Gk will be added into the skeleton set G.

The obtained skeleton set G will be closer to the max-
imum skeleton set of the pocket with the increasing of
Section 2.B(2) performing times. The obtained skeleton set
G can be expressed as:

G = {Gk |k = 1, 2, · · · , g} (5)

where Gk represents the k th skeleton in skeleton set G.
The above method is applied to a pocket to obtain all the

preliminary skeleton curves l1, l2 and l3 (see Fig. 5). And then,
as shown in Table 1, the skeleton set including three skeletons
(G1, G2 and G3) is obtained.

III. TOOL SELECTION OF TROCHOIDAL MILLING
The larger the diameter of the tool used for milling a work-
piece, the shorter the tool path, but the more uncut material.
The processing time is affected by the path and feed speed

of the tool. To improve processing efficiency and ensure
adequate material removal, a set of cutting tools will be given,
from which a limited number of tools are selected to process
the pocket. This section discusses how to select the optimal
tools according to certain constraints.

A. EATABLISHMENT OF OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR TOOL
SELECTION
The trochoidal path is generated based on skeleton. There-
fore, when trochoidal milling a pocket with the same tools,
different skeleton will result in different machining regions,
the number of tool lifting, tool paths, and even machining
time. In order to enhance machining efficiency, it is necessary
to establish an optimizationmodel of trochoidal tool selection
based on skeleton.

Total machining time is the best standard to measure
machining efficiency. The total machining time in the
milling process is formed by the time of trochoidal toolpath
and the time of non-trochoidal toolpath, here, the time of
non-trochoidal toolpath includes the tool change time and
the transition time of the tool between different machining
regions. Then, the total machining time can be expressed as:

T = TMachine + TChange + TTransition (6)

where TMachine represents the time of trochoidal toolpath,
TChange is the tool change time, TTransition is the transition time
of the tool between different machining regions.

Given the available set of cutting tools �o =

{Di|i = 1, 2, · · · , n}, Suppose given cutting tool number m,
(m ≤ n). Then a set of tools � will be selected from the set
�o to process the pocket.

� ⊆ �o (7)

where � = {Di|i = 1, 2, · · · ,m}.
Since the machining time is dependent on the tool and

skeleton chosen, the total machining time can be expressed
as:

T = T (�,Gk ) = TMachine + TChange + TTransition

=

∑m

i=1

∑h

j=0

wi,j
fi
+

∑m

i=2
τi +

∑m

i=1

∑e

j=2
ξi,j

(8)

where fi is the feed speed of the ith tool, wi,j is the length of
the trochoidal toolpath when the ith tool is used for the jth

machining, τi is the time for changing the current tool from
the (i− 1)th tool to the ith tool in set�. ξi,j is the jth transition
time of the ith tool between different machining regions.

In 2.5-axis milling, the area of rest uncut material after
processing can represent the quality of the product. A proper
processing should satisfy the following relationship:

S = S(�,Gk ) =
∂ −

∑m
i=1

∑k
j=0 ∂i,j

∂
× 100% ≤ ε (9)

where: ∂i,j is the number of pixels cut by the ith tool for the jth

machining. ∂ is the total number of pixels to be cut, (i.e. ∂ is
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the number of ∂I ). After processing finished, the ratio of the
rest uncut area to the area to be processed must be less than
the constant ε.

B. GENERATION OF TROCHOIDAL TOOL PATH
The machining time is mainly related the total length of
tool path along the surface to be machined (see Eq. (8)),
and the tool path has effect on the motion characteristics
of machine tool in milling. Therefore, generating the proper
trochoidal tool path is beneficial to improve the machin-
ing efficiency and suitable for the movement of machine
tool.

There are two toolpath models in trochoidal milling: (1)
The circular path, which is usually connected by adjacent
circles and straight lines [24]. (2) The trochoidal (TR) path,
which has continuous tangents and curvature, is generated
by a complex curve without any straight line [25], [26],
[27], [28].

Although the circular path model has been widely used
in machining, processing workpiece using the circular path
model will lead to discontinuous acceleration of machine tool
[25]. However, the speed and acceleration of machine tool
are continuous when the workpiece is processed using the
TR path model. That is to say, TR path model is more suit-
able for the motion characteristics of the machine tool than
circular path model. In addition, the length of the TR path
model is shorter than that of the circular path model when
the step distance is the same. That is to say, the processing
efficiency of the TR path model is higher than that of the
circular path model [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26]. By comparing those two toolpath models, this
paper will adopt TR path model as the actual tool path to mill
a pocket.

The trochoidal path (TR) is shown in Fig. 6, in one tro-
choidal period, the instantaneous centre of the tool moves
linearly fromO1 toO2,O1 andO2 are located on the skeleton
curvewith distance s (s denoted the step length), Furthermore,
the instantaneous centre of the tool can be parameterized by
the revolution angle θ ; here, θ belongs to the range [0, 2π ].
The geometric relationship of the trochoidal path can be
expressed as: X = RCsin θ

Y =
sθ
2π
− RCcos θ

(10)

In order to achieve continuous tangent and curvature of tro-
choidal path in two trochoidal periods, the revolution radius
of the tool can be expressed as:

RC = (LIC(O1)− RT )(1−
θ

2π
)+ (LIC(O2)− RT )

θ

2π
(11)

where: LIC(O1) and LIC(O2)represent the maximum radius
of the cutting circle centered on points O1 and O2, respec-
tively. RT is the tool radius.

FIGURE 6. Trochoidal (TR) path.

FIGURE 7. The feasible range of tool is distributed along the skeleton
curve in the skeleton G1.

C. DIVISION OF MACHINING REGION
Dividing the machining region according to different tool is
an important step of multi-tool selection. This section will
discuss in detail the division of machining region.

1) FEASIBLE TOOL REGION
Since the skeleton is a complete descriptor of pocket shape,
skeleton curves and their LIC value are compact representa-
tions of pocket geometric and topological features. Therefore,
the largest tool radius distribution along the skeleton curves
can be determined based on the skeleton; simultaneously,
a feasible machined region of each tool in the toolset can be
obtained.

Part I is still used to illustrate the relationship between the
skeleton and the machinable region of the tool as an example.
The skeleton of this pocket is temporarily selected as skeleton
G1,( Fig. 7(a)).
A series of dense points and their LIC value are obtained

based on each skeleton curve in this skeleton, then the distri-
bution of the largest tool radius along each skeleton curve can
be determined. When two tools, T1 and T2, are given to mill
this pocket, the feasible range of T1 includes G1,2 [b, c] and
G1,1 [d, e], and the feasible range of T2 includes G1,2 [a, b],
G1,2 [b, c], G1,1 [a, d], G1,1 [d, e]and G1,1 [e, f ].(Fig.7(b))

2) FINAL TOOL REGION
Although one feasible tool region is machined by only one
tool in actual processing, there are two or more available tools
that can be found in the given toolset.

For example, as shown in Fig. 7(b), The range of the
sub-skeleton curve G1,2 [b, c] can be machined by T1 or T2.
Therefore, to obtain a shorter processing time, the processing
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FIGURE 8. Selection principle of the first trochoidal centre, when
machining the area represented by sub-skeleton curve G1,2[b, c].

time of all available tools should be calculated, then the tool
with the shortest processing time is selected as the actual tool
to process this feasible tool region.

Assume that two adjacent sub-skeleton curves on the one
skeleton curve are processed by the same tool. The two
sub-skeleton curves should be connected into a new sub-
skeleton curve, and then this new sub-skeleton curve is pro-
cessed with the one tool, so as to reduce the number of tool
lifting.

3) SELECTION PRINCIPLE OF THE FIRST TROCHOIDAL
CENTRE
When machining the area represented by the sub-skeleton
curve, the first trochoidal centre must be an endpoint of this
sub-skeleton curve. If the trochoidal radius of the first point
on the trochoidal tool path is greater than the tool radius
(LIC ≥ RT ), the helix tool path needs to be added before the
trochoidal tool path to remove the material in the circle. How-
ever, if the material in this circle has been cut by the previous
tool, adding a helix tool path will lead to more idle cutting
and reduce the machining efficiency (see Fig. 8). Therefore,
reasonably selecting the endpoint of the sub-skeleton curve as
a first trochoidal centre can shorten the trochoidal tool path
and improve efficiency. The selection principle of the first
trochoidal centre is as follows:
Step 1: If the material in the circle, which center is the

endpoint of the sub-skeleton curve and radius equals to the
LIC value of this endpoint, has been cut by the previous tool.
Then this endpoint should be set as the first trochoidal centre.
Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2: If the LIC value of both endpoints on the sub-

skeleton curve are not equal, the first trochoidal centre should
be the endpoint with the larger LIC . Otherwise, the first
trochoidal centre is random endpoints on this sub-skeleton
curve.

D. SOLVING THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL BY GENETIC
ALGORITHM
Since GA is generally used to solve parameter opti-
mization problems, this paper will solve the tool opti-
mization problem by GA to determine the optimal tool.
GA mainly includes population initialization and generation
evolution.

TABLE 2. Binary coding of the tool set.

TABLE 3. Binary coding of the skeleton set.

1) POPULATION INITIALIZATION
Since the toolset and skeleton are parameters of the tool opti-
mization model, the population initialization includes toolset
and skeleton.

The tool in toolset�o is numbered from 1 to n in ascending
order of tool diameter, �o = {Di | i = 1, 2, · · · , n}, and
then the coding of the cutter is that directly converting i
to 0/1 binary. Of course, there also is Null-tool, which is
encoded 0000. For the skeleton set of the pocket G =

{Gk | k = 1, 2, · · · , g}, the coding of the skeleton is to convert
k − 1 to 0/1 binary.
For example, if given a toolset�o = {∅40,∅32,∅30,∅28 ,
∅25,∅22,∅20,∅16,∅14,∅12,∅10}, and a skeleton set G =
{G1,G2,G3}, the binary codes of toolset �o and skeleton set
G are listed in Table 2 and table 3, respectively.
After coding the individual parameters, these coded indi-

viduals should be grouped into the population, then initialize
individual parameters of each population randomly.

2) GENERATION EVOLUTION
According to the principle of survival of the fittest, the opti-
mal solution of tool optimization problem can be generated
through generation evolution. The fitness value is acquired
through fitness evaluation function, and then new population
is generated through genetic manipulation.

Since the objective is to find the minimum total machining
time of the trochoidal milling, the fitness function can be
expressed as:

λi =
1
Ti

(12)
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FIGURE 9. Crossover, and mutation in genetic manipulation.

where λi and Ti are the fitness value and machining time of
the ith individual, respectively. The number of individuals in
the population is H .

Genetic manipulation includes selection, crossover, and
mutation. The selection refers to selecting excellent individu-
als from the population as fathers for variation and crossover
according to the selection rate. The Roulette is taken as an
individual selection method in this paper. The selection rate
Pi of each individual is expressed as:

Pi =
λi∑H
i=1 λi

(13)

The selection cannot create any new individuals in the
population, but it can increase the probability of individuals
with high fitness in the population, and remove individuals
with low fitness in the population. As shown in Fig. 9. the
crossover refers to randomly selecting two individuals from
the population, exchanging and combining the chromosomes
of the two individuals to create two new individuals. The
mutation refers to randomly selecting an individual from
a population, and mutating the individual to create a new
individual. After crossover (or mutation), it is necessary to
check whether the new individual satisfies the requirement
of available tools and rest uncut material (i.e. Satisfy the Eq.
(7) and Eq. (9)). If it is, crossover (or mutation) is completed;
Otherwise, repeat the crossover (or mutation) operation until
it satisfies.

After calculation of all generations, the optimal tool com-
bination and skeleton can be determined by decoding the
optimal individual in the last generation population.

Themaximumnumber of generation and population sizeH
depend on the problem scale, such as the complexity of the
processing area, the number of given tools and the maximum
number of selected tools. The crossover rate is set to 0.7 and
the variation rate is set to 0.01 according to experience.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4 lists the information of the given toolset�o inmilling,
including the diameter tool, the corresponding feed speed of
the machine tool, and the corresponding step distance of the
trochoidal path. A set of tools � will be selected from the
toolset �o for milling the pocket.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the method proposed
in this paper, the tool selection method proposed by Ferreira
et al. is used as the comparison method (Ferreira’s method is
shown in reference [5]).

TABLE 4. The information of the given tool set (�o).

FIGURE 10. The tool path of the Part I using the proposed method.

FIGURE 11. The tool path of the Part I using the Ferreira’s method.

The proposed method has been realized by Matlab pro-
gramming language. The number of skeleton curves and the
computing time depends on the complexity of the processing
area. Using a computer with a 6-core 2.6GHz processor,
the central processing unit (CPU) time for calculating the
skeleton set of the Part I shown in Fig. 2(a) was 2.5 min to
3 min.

Three tools will be selected form the toolset (�o) to process
the Part I and the uncut area ratio should be less than 5% (ε =
5%) after processing. By applying proposed approach (The
number of generations is set to 30, and the population size is
set to 10.), the results of the optimal tools are ∅16, ∅14 and
∅10, and the corresponding optimal skeleton is G2 listed in
Table 1. The CPU time for solving the tool optimization
model with GA is 40 min to 50 min. However, the optimal
tools by applying Ferreira’s method are ∅16 and ∅10.
The processing time and uncut area ratio by using these two

methods is listed in Table 5. It can be seen from Table 5 that
the total processing time by using the proposed method is
289 s, but that by using Ferreira’s method is 327 s, which
means that the efficiency of the proposed method is 11.6%
higher than that of Ferreira’s method. The tool path using
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FIGURE 12. The actual processing process of the Part I using two
methods.

TABLE 5. The processing time and uncut area ratio of the part I using two
methods.

the proposed method and Ferreira’s method are shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively.

Furthermore, comparing the tool ∅16 using these two
methods, the processing area is identical, but the processing
time is different. The processing time of tool ∅16 using
proposed method is 120 s, but that using Ferreira’s method is
122 s. Obviously, the processing efficiency of tool ∅16 using
the proposed approach is increased by 1.6% compared to
using the Ferreira’s method. The main reason for this case is
that the skeletons of the two methods are different. Therefore,
the skeleton has influence on the tool path and processing
time of trochoidal milling.

The actual processing process using the two methods is
shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 13(a) shows an example of a pocket for 2.5D milling.
The skeleton set of this pocket is obtained by using the
method presented in Section 2. The number of elements in
this skeleton set is 4096, and the CPU time for calculating
this skeleton set was 8 h to 9 h.

Suppose the three cutting tools in set (�o) are selected
and the minimum the uncut area ratio of the Part II after
processing is 2%, the optimal tools (∅32, ∅22, and ∅16)
and skeleton (See Fig. 13(b)) can be determined by using
the proposed approach. The CPU time for solving the tool
optimization model with GA is 16 h to 17 h, in case of
the number of generations and the population size is set to
100 and 10, respectively.

Furthermore, the region division represented by sub-
skeleton curves is shown in Fig. 13(c), and the corresponding
tool path is shown in Fig.14. However, the optimal tools by
using the Ferreira’s method are ∅32, ∅20 and ∅10, whereas
the corresponding tool path is shown in Fig. 15.

FIGURE 13. Part II model, the skeleton, and the region division
represented by sub-skeleton curves.

FIGURE 14. The tool path of the Part II using the proposed method.

FIGURE 15. The tool path of the Part II using the Ferreira’s method.

The processing time and uncut area ratio by using two
method is listed in Table 6. It is apparent that the total pro-
cessing time by using the proposed approach is 695 s, while
that by using the Ferreira’s method is 893 s. The processing
efficiency of the proposed approach is increased by 22.2%
compared to the Ferreira’s method. It is verified again that
the proposed approach can improve the processing efficiency
of trochoidal milling.

In addition, although the cut area ratio of tool ∅32 using
these two methods is 74.30%, the processing efficiency of the
tool ∅32 using the proposed approach is increased by 4.4%
compared to using the Ferreira’s method.

It is proved again that the skeleton has an impact on the
processing time and tool path of trochoidal milling. The
influence of the skeleton on trochoidal milling increases with
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FIGURE 16. The actual processing process of the part II using two
methods.

TABLE 6. The processing time and uncut area ratio of the part II using
two methods.

the complexity of the skeleton. The actual processing process
using the two methods is shown in Fig. 16.

Although the calculation amount and computer running
time of the proposed method is large, the proposed method
can significantly improve the machining efficiency. This
method is applied to other pockets for selecting cutting tools
in trochoidal milling, the optimal tool combination and corre-
sponding skeleton can be obtained correctly. It shows that the
stability and robustness of this algorithm is strong to a certain
extent.

V. CONCLUSION
A multi-tool selection method for 2 1/2-axis trochoidal
milling of the pocket based on optimal skeleton is proposed
in this paper. The main contributions can be summarized as
follows:

1) Through the establishment of skeleton extraction
method, the skeleton of the pocket can be obtained after
the preliminary skeleton set was extracted according
to the principle of medial axis transformation, and
then the skeleton set can be acquired by repeatedly
extracting the skeleton. The successful extraction of the
skeleton set provides a basis for scientific selection of
trochoidal cutter.

2) Aiming at the shortest machining time, a tool selection
model based on skeleton optimization is established
in this paper. After solving the optimization model by

GA, the optimal tool combination and skeleton can be
obtained simultaneously.

3) The experimental results show that the processing effi-
ciency of the selected tool using the method proposed
in this paper is higher than that of the Ferreira’s method,
and the more complex of the pocket, the higher the
efficiency and the more obvious the advantage of the
tool optimization algorithm proposed in this paper.
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